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Church Publishing is pleased to offer this exclusive edition of the 1979 Book of Common Prayer

(BCP).   Ideal as a pew book or gift, this Prayer Book features luxurious imitation leather binding

(Vivella) with a soft, matte finish. A textured cross is embossed on the cover, with gold lettering on

the spine. The cover is available in red or forest green, colors available only in this Church

Publishing edition. The Prayer Books is sturdily assembled, with smyth-sewn pages and a spine

that won't crack under heavy use. The text is easily readable in 9-point type. A presentation page

and certificates for the rites of Baptism, Confirmation, and Marriage are included.   This edition of

the Prayer Book is also available in red, black or green.
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This little guy seems perfect to me - it was a little hard to tell what you were getting from the

description, but this has a paperback cover with a soft-touch feel or coating that makes it feel

quality. The wine color is really understated, not too red, almost a dark brown. Pages are edged in

light yellow/gold.Print on the inside yes is smaller to fit the smaller size of the overall book, but print

doesn't seem too light at all - just right. Pages are that almost "onion skin" feel to them, so you can

see a bit of the page behind show thru, which I think would be true for anything printed in this type of

paper. Size of the book was a tad smaller than I expected at 6 3/4" tall and 4 1/2" wide (and I was

happy about that). Not pocket sized but not fullsize either. I'll try to upload a picture with my hand.



Bought two green BCP's for myself and my sister in the faith. The size is perfect for personal

devotions and prayers. The pages are thin and the weight is therefore light and very portable.The

cover is soft and smooth, with an embossed cross; pages in the front for entering important family

occasions.The page numbers coincide with the pew BCP's at church so there's no confusion with

using it during services. The print may be small for some but it does not appear to trouble my friend

who uses reading glasses, even when we hold our evening vespers by candlelight.The prayers and

psalms are life-sustaining manna in the week's wilderness and suitable for every follower of Christ,

regardless of church affiliation.

Used as gift for friend who was confirmed. Very pleased.

print is a little light

All was as expected except one prayer book did not have the cross embossed on the front; not an 

problem but a manufacturer & quality control issue.

This arrived quickly and was exactly what I wanted. High quality item at a good price.

The print is too small for me but otherwise I like the prayer book.

Great size and larger print than many books of this kind
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